CANCELLATION
OF A SUPPLY / TENDER PROCEDURE

< Title of contract: 2°ord/0021/ADRIAIR – Equipping of airport upon requirements of Schengen air transport, / programme LOT 3: handheld trace detector for explosives >

1. Publication reference
< PRAG/03/2014/EN >

2. Date of publication
< 08.05.2015. >

3. Programme title
IPA Adriatic ADRIAIR project

4. Contracting authority
Zračna luka Rijeka d.o.o. (Rijeka Airport Ltd).

5. Reason for cancellation
The economic or technical parameters of the project have changed fundamentally.

The financing of this equipment will be provided through other sources of financing and not from EU funding.

Notes:
Should a new tender procedure be launched for this project, a new contract notice will be published, unless the contracting authority awards the contract through a negotiated procedure – in which case only the award of the contract will be published.